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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A.  Background 
Sebelas Maret University has many Diploma Programs. One of the programs is English Diploma Program. English Diploma 
Program is a program that focuses on English study. It belongs to Faculty of Cultural Sciences. The goal of Diploma Program is to 
prepare the students to have experience in the real work field. 
The English Diploma Program has four specializations that can be chosen by the students. They are Tourism, Public 
Relations, Translation and Teaching. In the sixth semester, the students must choose one of the programs and do job training to have 
experience in the real work field. In this job training, the writer chooses Tourism. She hopes that she can get the opportunity to do job 
training in a restaurant and get experiences about it. 
Nowadays restaurants have become an important industry in Indonesia. Restaurant industry can bring so many benefits for the 
government and society. Restaurant industry takes an important role in Indonesia’s economic growth. Many tourists come to 
Indonesia and they explore good places and also good tastes of food. Based on the fact above, it can be said that restaurant industry 
can increase regional income. 
Foi Cuisine Restaurant is one of the Western restaurants in Hartono Mall Solo Baru. There are several reasons why the writer 
chooses Foi Cuisine Restaurant to do the job training. Firstly, there are some foreign costumers visiting Hartono Lifestyle Mall. Two 
or three foreign costumers come to Foi Cuisine Restaurant almost every day, whether they only drink coffee or have breakfast. This 
kind of opportunity gives a chance for the writer to practice English skills. Secondly, not only the writer can practice English but also 
learn more about manner and about servicing costumers well. 
Foi Cuisine Restaurant consists of three departments, namely Front Department, Food Department and Beverage Department. 
The restaurant must give the best service. It provides good facilities and service to satisfy the customers. 
The Front Department is one of the restaurant departments. It consists of three divisions. There are Cashier, Waiter/Waitress 
and Doorman/Doorgirl. A waitress is responsible for serving food and beverage for the costumers. The customers will be satisfied if 
the waiter/waitress gives the best service. 
Foi Cuisine Restaurant is one of Western restaurants in Hartono Lifestyle Mall. There are two main activities done by the 
divisions of Front Department. 1) The doorman activity is greeting the customers friendly in order to make them satisfied; and 2) the 
waitress activity is serving the customers politely. 
Recently, there are many local and foreign customers visiting to eat Western food there, so the doorman and waitress must 
make conversation in any condition. Therefore restaurant is the best place to do job training, because it can improve the writer’s 
English skill. Since the writer has to use English in daily communication. 
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From those two main activities in Front Department, the writer is interested in discussing the waitress activities in Foi Cuisine 
Restaurant. Therefore, the title of this final project report is THE ACTIVITIES OF WAITRESS IN FOI CUISINE RESTAURANT. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
Considering to the background above, the objectives of the final project are:  
1. To explain and describe the duties of waitress in Foi Cuisine Restaurant 
2. To explain and describe the manner of waitress in Foi Cuisine Restaurant 
3. To solve the problem of manner and language in duties of waitress in Foi Cuisine Restaurant 
 
 
 
 
C. BENEFITS 
Considering to the background above, the benefits of the final project are: 
1. To the writer 
The writer can have a lot of experiences, knowledges and skills about working in a restaurant. 
2. To the restaurant 
This report can give some benefits to the restaurant due to the information and improve the costumer service at Foi Cuisine 
Restaurant. 
3. To the readers 
This report will be able to give information to the readers about duties of the writer as waitress at Foi Cuisine Restaurant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
